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Although we might traditionally call this: Financial Management

What we want to ask you is: What is the relationship between Money, Retail, and the Future? What 
do success and growth really look like and are the ways you currently understand them always 
relevant?

ABOUT Dave

David Meckin is Managing Director of Insight Financial Consulting. Previously, he held several senior 
management positions up to and including that of Chief Financial Officer of a multi-national business, 
working with companies in the United Kingdom, Europe, North America and Asia. He holds a degree 
in economics, is a Fellow of the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants, is a Fellow of the 
Chartered Institute of Bankers and is a Fellow of the Chartered Management Institute.

David regularly delivers management workshops and presents at conferences, both in the United 
Kingdom and abroad. He also coaches senior executives in a variety of organisations and is regularly 
called upon to assess the business and financial acumen of prospective CEOs around the globe. 
Clients, past and present, include numerous FTSE 100 and FTSE 250 companies, along with many 
leading international brands.

Over the years, he has developed a reputation for “turning complexity into simplicity”, making the 
world of finance and investment interesting, easy to understand and even fun! David is the author of 
“How To Grow Your Own Money” - a jargon-free, step-by-step guide to the principles of investing. 
He is also the author of “Naked Finance”, which has sold all over the world and has been published 
in numerous languages, providing non-financial managers with all the core skills and understanding 
they need to make financially sound managerial decisions. David is regularly quoted in the financial 
press, having appeared in publications such as the Sunday Times, Financial Times, Daily Mail, Investors 
Chronicle and What Investment.

financial management

Before you participate in this pre-recorded module take some time to reflect:

• On the financial wellbeing of your business

• Are there alternatives to our current models? 

• What are the tools and techniques you could put into practice to deliver 
business sustainability? 

• How can you lead out from the government pandemic rescue packages? 

WATCH SESSion 1
Click on the button below to watch the session - How Finance Is Driving The New 
Retail Landscape recorded by Dave Meckin. 

Video duration: 34 minutes 46 seconds

Pre-work

Before you watch the first module give consideration to the following challenge:

“During the current pandemic, the financial woes of retailers have regularly 
commanded the headlines. What do you consider to be the main contributing 
factors that have resulted in the retail sector suffering particularly badly over 
the past few months?”

In this module, we will look at the gradual shift that has been taking place from 
onsite to online retailing, how the coronavirus has accelerated this transition 
and what challenges this now presents to retailers going forward.
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FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

THE FINANCIAL OBJECTIVE

Shareholders invest funds in companies in order to obtain a return, which may take one of two forms:

• Capital growth - provided through increasing share values

• Income - provided through dividends 

The total shareholder return (TSR) is the combination of these two elements. However, both of these 
benefits are contingent upon a company’s ability to generate profit.

of companies

Measuring financial

From a financial perspective, the role of management is to ensure that the funds invested by 
shareholders are used to generate a healthy return. The key ratio used by managers to assess how 
effectively shareholders’ funds are being utilised is return on equity (ROE):

success

Return on equity =
Profit

Shareholders’ funds
x 100%

Delivering a healthy return on equity can be viewed as a process, comprising three distinct stages, 
which starts with shareholders investing cash and finishes with a profit being declared.

Profit

Shareholders’ funds
x 100%

End of process

Start of process

RETURN ON EQUITY IS SUMMARISING A PROCESS

STAGE 1 - RAISING FUNDS

There are two sources of funds for a business:

• Shareholders’ funds

• Borrowed funds

Shareholders’ funds are needed to finance assets. Assets, in turn, are needed to generate profit. If the 
rate of return earned on shareholders’ funds is greater than the cost of borrowing, return on equity 
could potentially be increased by also borrowing money. This is because the profit achieved on these 
extra funds will be passed on to the shareholders, without the need for them to invest any more cash. 
The relationship between shareholders’ funds and borrowed funds is called gearing.

TO FINANCE ASSETS

Gearing =
Borrowed funds

Assets
x 100%

This highlights the first stage of the profit-making process:

FIRST STAGE OF THE PROFIT-MAKING PROCESS

Although borrowing money can increase return on equity, there is also a downside. High interest 
commitments can make a company vulnerable to any downturn in sales.
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STAGE 2 - TURNING ASSETS

Assets are needed to generate sales. This is the second stage of the profit-making process:

INTO SALES

SECOND STAGE OF THE PROFIT-MAKING PROCESS

Asset turnover measures the ability of a company to generate sales from assets.

STAGE 3 - TURNING SALES

Having generated sales, the third and final stage is to turn these sales into profit.

INTO PROFIT

Profit margin =
Profit

Sales
x 100%Asset turnover =

Sales

Assets

The main generator of cash in any business is sales. If companies want to be successful they need to 
ensure they are doing everything they can to maximise asset turnover.

It should be noted that asset turnover can make or break a business. Asset heavy businesses need to 
raise a lot of funds to finance those assets. It follows high levels of profit will be required to provide 
a decent rate of return on those funds. This in turn demands high levels of sales. By contrast, asset 
light businesses can provide a decent rate of return on funds invested with far lower sales. This helps 
explain the shift over the past few years from onsite to online retailing.

THIRD STAGE OF THE PROFIT-MAKING PROCESS

Profit margin measures the ability of a company to translate sales into profit.

Profit margin is commenting on the cost management within a company, the objective of which is 
to reduce costs as a percentage of sales. This is the only way profit margin can be improved. Simply 
cutting costs may not have the desired effect, since sales may also fall.
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THE COMPLETE PROFIT
MAKING PROCESS

WHY RETAILERS HAVE
SUFFERED IN 2020

THE COMPLETE PROFIT-MAKING PROCESS

Delivering a healthy return on equity compromises three stages: the first two focus on cash 
management, whilst the final stage focuses on profit management.

Stage 1  Raising funds to finance assets
  Gearing looks at how a company raises CASH to finance its assets.

Stage 2  Turning assets into sales
  Asset turnover looks at how effectively a company is able to utilise its assets to   
  generate CASH in the form of sales.

Stage 3  Turning sales into profit
  Profit margin looks at how effectively a company is able to balance costs against sales  
  in order to generate PROFIT.

Studying the profit-making process explains why many retailers have fared badly in 2020:

• Too much emphasis in the past on profit management (focusing attention primarily on sales and 
costs), with minimal attention being paid to cash management (which accounts for two-thirds of 
the profit-making process).

• Too much money being borrowed to grow in the past, exposing the business to potential 
significant losses if there is a future downturn in sales.

• Failure to focus attention on (and reduce) assets in the past, putting businesses under intense 
pressure to maintain high levels of sales.

• Lack of investment in technology to improve cost efficiency. 

It should be noted that not all retailers have struggled in 2020 (there are some remarkable success 
stories); and those that are doing well are almost invariably those that have effectively addressed 
the above issues.
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DELIVERING FUTURE
SUCCESS

The key to future success in retail is recognising business is not just about sales and costs, it’s about 
managing a three-stage process:

• Avoid unnecessary borrowing by focusing more attention on delivering a healthy return on 
equity and less attention on growth for growth’s sake.

• Be far more asset aware. Challenge the productivity of every asset. Is it really helping deliver a 
healthy level of sales?

• Focus on being cost efficient, i.e. reducing costs as a percentage of sales, as opposed to reducing 
costs per se. Invest in and exploit emerging technologies.

• Recognise and address the significant and potentially permanent shift from onsite to online 
retailing during 2020. It has been argued that a shift that would have taken place over the next 5 
years has been condensed by the pandemic into the space of less than a year.

NOTES
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WATCH SESSion 2
In the second of Dave’s modules he will provide an introduction on how to build a profitable share 
portfolio. The principles covered will not only potentially enhance your financial wellbeing, it will also 
provide a valuable insight into how investors determine what is a good investment and what is a bad 
investment.

Click on the button below to watch the session - Making Sense of the Stock Market recorded by Dave 
Meckin.

Video duration: 35 minutes 19 seconds

NOTES
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

NOTES
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FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

PERSONAL FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT
WHAT IS INVESTING

The objective of investing is always the same - to start off with a pile of money and end up with a 
larger pile of money.

THE COMPLETE PROFIT-MAKING PROCESS

MONEY MEANS CHOICES

When you have money, you have three options as to what to do with it:

1) You can spend it on day-to-day goods and services

For example, you could spend it on meals out or on holidays. This will result in your wealth decreasing. 
That doesn’t mean spending money on goods and services is a bad thing - everybody’s got to eat!

2) You can spend it on depreciating assets

Depreciating assets means things you own that lose value over time, such as cars or televisions. Just 
like day-to-day goods and services, this form of expenditure will result in your wealth decreasing, but 
at a slower rate.

3) You can invest it in wealth-creating assets

If you want to increase your future wealth, you’ve no alternative but to invest your money in wealth-
creating assets. Wealth-creating assets are things you own that can increase your wealth in one of 
two ways:

• They increase in value and/or

• They provide an income

Property would fall into this category.

Start with a pile 
of money

Finish with a larger 
pile of money

YOU HAVE CHOICES

WHAT ARE THE MAIN TYPES OF WEALTH-CREATING ASSET?

Although there are many types of wealth-creating asset, most investors (whether individuals or 
financial institutions) confine their attention to just four. Colloquially known as the “big four”, these 
account for most funds invested around the globe. They are as follows:

THERE ARE FOUR MAIN TYPES OF WEALTH-CREATING ASSET 

When you open a savings account, what you’re actually doing is lending money to a financial institution 
- you’re providing it with a loan. In return for the use of your funds, the institution undertakes to pay 
you interest whilst it has the use of your money and to repay the loan in full. In practice, savings 
accounts tend to be regarded more as a means of protecting funds against inflation, rather than as a 
practical method for increasing wealth.

Bonds offer a half-way house between savings accounts and shares. They can offer better rates of 
return than savings accounts, whilst at the same time being less risky than shares. Governments and 
companies often need to borrow money and a popular way to do this is to issue bonds. A bond is a 
tradable instrument whereby the organisation that is borrowing the money promises to pay interest 
over a pre-determined period of time, with full repayment of the amount borrowed taking place at the 
end of the term. Bonds tend to be the favoured form of investment by people who are looking for a 
reliable long-term income stream. 
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If you want to increase your wealth significantly though, there are two main types of wealth-creating 
asset that offer this opportunity - property and shares.

Property offers two potential benefits:

• Income:   You can earn rent by letting out properties.

• Capital gain:  The value of properties can increase.

The down-side of property is it requires a significant capital investment at the outset and, if you need 
access to cash, it can take months (or even years) to sell.

For many aspiring investors, shares offer the most accessible means of significantly increasing wealth. 
Numerous studies have shown that rates of return achieved on shares over a number of years 
will consistently outstrip rates of return available on savings accounts and bonds; the evidence is 
overwhelming. Shares can provide two potential benefits:

• Income:   When companies make profits they can distribute them to shareholders in   
   the form of dividends. When this occurs you will see cash literally    
   being paid into your bank account.

• Capital gain:  You could end up selling shares for more than you paid for them.

BUILDING A PROFITABLE SHARE PORTFOLIO

Share price data is readily available in the national press and on a variety of websites. When looking 
for shares that may interest you, this is a useful starting point. Detailed below are typical details you 
may see reported for an individual company listed on the London Stock Exchange.

TYPICAL REPORTED DETAILS FOR A SHARE

Let us look at each measure in turn, starting with the share price. Share prices on the London Stock 
Exchange tend to be quoted in pence. This is usually the first figure investors look at when it comes 
to assessing share performance. This is fine if you already own shares in the company; you obviously 
want to know if the value of your investment is going up or going down. However, that’s not what 
we’re trying to do here. What we’re trying to do is identify shares that offer healthy future returns. 
Regrettably, for this purpose, share prices tell you nothing. This is because share prices across 
companies aren’t comparable. As can be seen, the latest reported share price for ABC Group is £2.58. 
Now suppose DEF Trading has a share price of £25.80. Does it follow DEF Trading is ten times more 
successful than ABC Group? The answer is a definite no. This is because a key determinant of share 
prices is the number of shares in issue. If a company has very few shares in issue, it will tend to 
command a high share price, whilst if a company has lots of shares in issue, the share price will tend 
to be much lower.

What can prove far more revealing are share price movements. There are three figures commonly 
reported that tell you what the share price is doing. The change figure states by how much the share 
price has moved in the preceding 24-hour trading period. This is useful if you already have shares in 
this company, because you’ll want to know how your investment is performing. However, when it 
comes to identifying potential investment opportunities, it’s the next two figures that can be far more 
revealing.

The 52 week high figure states the highest price the share has achieved in the preceding 52 weeks. 
There’s a rule of thumb that surrounds this figure and it runs as follows. If a company is close to its 52 
week high, whilst most of its peers are nowhere near their 52 week high, this would suggest news has 
broken recently which has resulted in investors’ expectations being upgraded. At the opposite end of 
the scale, the 52 week low figure states the lowest share price in the preceding 52 weeks. The rule 
of thumb in this instance says, if a company is close to its 52 week low whilst most of its peers are 
nowhere near their 52 week low, this would suggest news has broken recently which has resulted in 
investors’ expectations being downgraded. So, examining the share price relative to its 52 week high 
and 52 week low can highlight breaking news that might impact upon future trading performance.

Share price movements is one way to benefit from owning shares, but you can also benefit from 
dividends. That’s where yield comes into play. Yield is an abbreviation for dividend yield, which looks 
at the latest annual dividend per share as a percentage of the share price.

Yield =
Annual Dividend

Share Price
x 100%

If a company paid out a dividend of 25p per share over the last year and the current share price is £5, 
the yield is 5%. In the case of ABC Group, we can see the yield is 1.9%. In other words, if you bought 
shares in this company right now and dividends remain at their current level, you can expect to earn a 
return of 1.9% per annum in the form of dividends. If you’re looking for shares that generate a healthy 
income, this information will be particularly relevant to you.
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This leaves one figure that needs explanation - the P/E, which is an abbreviation for price/earnings 
ratio. It is the most commonly quoted measure of share performance and is calculated by dividing the 
share price by the latest annual earnings per share.

P/E =
Share Price

Earnings per Share

To make sense of this measure we need to understand what is meant by the term earnings per share. 
As its title suggests, it is simply the profit attributable to an individual share. Suppose a company 
makes £10 million profit during a year and there are 20 million shares in issue, the earnings per share 
will be 50p (each share is entitled to 50p of the total profit made). Logic says there must be a link 
between the price people are prepared to pay for a share and what they believe the future earnings of 
that share are going to be. It’s this precise relationship that is encapsulated in the P/E.

If the share price of a company is £5 and the earnings per share during the last year was 50p, the P/E 
will be 10. This says shareholders are paying ten times the current earnings of a share to get their 
hands on a slice of future profits. In other words, they’re paying ten times profit. In the case of ABC 
Group, we can see shareholders are prepared to pay 17.5 times current earnings to acquire shares 
in the company. How does this help us assess the share price? When a company has a high P/E, 
investors are paying far more than current profits to get their hands on a share. Why would they be 
prepared to do this? They must surely believe earnings per share is going to grow fast in the future. 
Conversely, if a company has a low P/E, the opposite is true. The following table provides a rough rule 
of thumb for interpreting P/Es:

P/E    ASSESSMENT

No value   Absence of a P/E normally indicates a company that is currently loss-making

Less than 10   Low earnings growth anticipated

10 to 20   Reasonable earnings growth anticipated

Over 20   High earnings growth anticipated

These are broad brush interpretations and there will always be exceptions. For example, a company’s 
profits might fall temporarily. In this situation, the share price will now be divided by a smaller profit 
figure, resulting in an increased P/E. Also the perceived risk of companies can lead to variations in 
share prices. Generally, the higher the risk attached to a company the lower will be its share price, 
resulting in a lower P/E.

Restricting attention to just yield and P/E provides a fast way to identify potential investment 
opportunities. The following matrix details the various combinations that can be encountered.

When talking about low and high values here, interpret this as either being below or above the average 
market value. This doesn’t mean that you have to work out the average P/E or yield figure. Just a quick 
glance over a selection of companies currently being quoted on the London Stock Exchange will 
enable you to readily identify an approximate average value for each measure. Having done this, you 
can then determine whether any yield or P/E figure should be classed as low or high. Let’s look at how 
to interpret each of the possible P/E and yield combinations. It must be emphasised that these are 
broad-brush interpretations (there will always be exceptions), but they should cover the majority of 
situations you are likely to encounter in practice.

COMBINATION    INTERPRETATION

High P/E   POWERHOUSE
High yield  A high P/E is indicative of a business that is expected to deliver strong   
   earnings growth in the future. Combine this with robust income, as indicated  
   by a high yield figure, and you have found a veritable powerhouse.

High P/E  HIGH GROWTH COMPANY
Low yield  A high P/E coupled with a low yield is indicative of a business that is   
   reinvesting most of its profits (hence the low yield) in anticipation    
   of strong earnings growth in the future.
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COMBINATION    INTERPRETATION

Low P/E   MATURE COMPANY
High yield  Companies with fairly modest P/Es but strong yields tend to be more   
   mature businesses. Given limited growth opportunities, they favour paying  
   dividends out to shareholders.

Low P/E  TOUGH TRADING
Low yield  Low P/Es coupled with low yields is typically indicative of fledgling businesses, 
   or businesses that are finding trading tough and may even be experiencing 
   cash flow issues. These are companies that are currently out of favour and 
   therefore priced cheaply. These companies offer opportunities for significant 
   capital gains if they are able to turn their fortunes around.

INTERPRETING P/E AND YIELD COMBINATIONS

MANAGING RISK

There are three ways you can keep risk to a minimum when investing in shares:

• Know the company
Before you let go of your money, make sure you study the company - understand what it does and 
how it has been performing.

• Think long-term
Investing in shares in the short-term is a high risk strategy. However, as a long-term investment, 
numerous studies have shown returns will significantly outperform those offered on savings 
accounts and bonds.

• Diversify your portfolio
Spreading your investment over several companies can reduce your risk significantly.

DIVERSIFICATION IS KEY

If you want to keep risk as low as possible when investing in shares, there’s one principle that overrides 
all others - don’t put all your eggs in one basket!

By diversifying, you’re reducing your risk. That’s the benefit, but there’s a downside too. The more you 
diversify, the more average your returns become. It follows you need to diversify to reduce risk, but 
at the same time if you over diversify you can reduce returns. It’s commonly argued that, to maintain 
reasonable diversification whilst at the same time not over diluting your potential returns, a portfolio 
should contain between 20 and 30 companies.

Diversification doesn’t just mean spreading your investment over several companies. The selection 
of the companies is equally important. To this end, there are four key strategies available to maximise 
the benefits of diversification:

• Vary the sectors
If you spread your investment over ten companies that are all in the construction sector, your entire 
portfolio is exposed to a downturn in construction. To counter this, you should select companies 
from a variety of sectors.

• Allow for economic cycles
Include companies you’d expect to do well when there’s a buoyant economy and also companies 
that are robust when there’s a downturn.

• Mix growth and value stocks
Growth stocks are companies which already enjoy strong profit growth and are expected to 
continue to do so in the future. Value stocks are companies which are currently out of favour, but 
which could turn their fortunes around in the future. Including both types of company can help 
further reduce your risk.

• Spread your money evenly
Investing in twenty companies, but with the bulk of your money tied up in one of them, is defeating 
the aim of diversification. You need to spread your investment fairly evenly over all the companies, 
so that none of them is dominant.

NOTES
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YOUR LEARNING

What was my learning from the keynote?

What am I going to share, discuss with my peers? What 
would I like feedback on? What insights or questions will I 
share on Slido?

What will I put into practice, what new thought, action, 
behaviour and habit?

When?

Where?

And with Whom?
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BRC LEARNING

If you have any questions during the programme please 
don’t hesitate to get in touch.  

brc.org.uk/learning
brclearning@brc.org.uk
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